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With  analyses  by  Ear  V.  SHANNON,  Assistant  Curator.

This  stone,  which  fell  on  the  9th  of  April,  1919,  has  been  the  subject
of  a  note  mainly  descriptive  of  the  fall,!  by  Prof.  Arthur  M.  Miller,  of
Lexington,  Kentucky,  to  whom  the  museum  is  indebted  for  his
efforts  in  securing  a  considerable  portion  of  the  material?  The
stone  is  of  so  unusual  a  type  that  it  is  worthy  of  more  extensive
notice  than  that  given  by  Professor  Miller,  and  fortunately  the  amount
of  the  material  secured  is  amply  sufficient  for  the  purpose.

On  mere  casual  inspection  there  is  little  about  the  stone  to  suggest  its
ultra  terrestrial  nature.  Itis  safe  to  say  that  had  it  not  been  seen  to
fall  it  would  have  been  passed  over  by  even  those  having  a  more  or
less  intimate  acquaintance  with  meteorites.  On  a  broken  surface  it
is  of  a  light  ash  gray  color,  of  a  coarse  texture,  and  might  readily  be
mistaken  for  a  terrestrial  pegmatite  in  which  the  feldspar  had  under-
gone  more  or  less  whitening  through  weathering.  Close  examination
reveals  a  pronounced  brecciated  structure  (see  pl.  15)  produced  by
angular  fragments  of  a  chalky  white  mineral  in  pieces  of  all  sizes  up
to  3  or  more  centimeters  imbedded  in  a  finer  grey  ground  of  apparently
the  same  nature.  Occasional  inclosures  of  a  dark  gray-brown,  almost
black  color,  in  one  or  two  instances  3  to  5  cm.  in  diameter  and  angular
in  outline,  exaggerate  the  pronounced  brecciated  structure  which  be-
comes  so  evident  on  a  polished  surface  (pl.  15).  Abundant  flecks  of  a
coal  black,  highly  lustrous  material  are  scattered  irregularly  through
the  ground,  sometimes  so  abundant  and  of  such  small  size  as  simply
to  render  the  rock  dark  gray  in  color,  or  again  in  shining  blotches  10
to  15  mm.  in  diameter.  Investigation  shows  these  to  be  graphite.
No  iron  or  iron  sulphide  is  noticeable  on  the  broken  surface  and  only
abundant  spots  of  newly  formed  iron  rust  suggest  the  presence  of
a  ferrous  chloride.  The  fusion  crust  or  rind  is  inconspicuous,  of  a

1Science, June 6, 1919; also The Mineral Resources of Kentucky, vol. 1, ser. 5, No. 2, July 1919, pp.
etic complete individuals weighing respectively 567 and 2,347 grams (see pl. 14), and 13,476 grams of
fragments. A 190-gram fragment was donated also by Mr. L. E. Bryant.
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yellowish  to  dirty  yellowish-brown  color,  smooth  and  extremely  thin—
a  mere  skin  coating.  In  several  instances  there  was  noted  on  freshly
broken  surfaces,  small,  very  thin  areas  of  coal  black  or  smoke-black
glass.  The  cause  of  this  or  its  relation  to  the  crust  is  not  readily
apparent,  but  it  is  doubtless  the  very  last  fusion  product  of  atmos-
pheric  resistance  before  reaching  the  earth.  The  usual  pittings  or
thumb  marks  are  present  though  the  rock  has  become  breken  into  so
many  pieces  that  these  are  not  in  all  cases  markedly  evident.  (PI.  14.)
A  local  slickensided  movement  is  developed  along  the  graphitic  areas
but  which  in  no  case  observed  extends  throughout  the  mass.  It
would  indicate  merely  such  a  movement  as  would  take  place  within
a  mass  under  compression,  without  the  production  of  faults.  On  the
polished  surface  scattered  particles  of  metallic  iron  and  iron  sulphide
are  readily  observed,  but  they  are  extremely  irregular  in  their  distribu-
tion,  and  much  more  abundant  in  the  dark,  nearly  black  enclosures
referred  to.  An  interesting  feature  is  the  peculiar  weathered  appear-
ance  of  even  a  fresh  fracture.  Fragments  broken  through  the  impact
of  fall  and  gathered  within  a  few  days  show  dead,  lusterless  surfaces,
as  though  exposed  for  many  weeks  or  months.  It  is  probable  that
this  is  due  to  the  physical  condition  of  the  main  constituents,  noted
later.

In  the  thin  section  the  white,  chalky  mineral  referred  to  is  seen  to
make  up  the  main  mass  of  the  rock,  though  in  various  conditions
of  fragmentation  from  almost  perfect  forms  to  mere  dust  (pls.  16  and
17).  These  are  often  so  crushed,  crumpled,  and  otherwise  distorted  as
to  give  only  undulatory  extinctions,  and  with  other  optical  properties
badly  obscured.  More  perfect  forms  occur  as  broad  plates  (pl.  16,  fig.  2)
with  well-defined  vertical  cleavage  lines  giving  parallel  extinctions.
Basal  sections  show  imperfect,  nearly  rectangular  prismatic  cleavage
and  the  emergence  of  an  optic  axis.  These  facts  together  with  the
refractive  indices  (1.658+)  and  the  results  of  Mr.  Shannon’s  anal-
yses  (I,  p.100)  leave  no  question  but  that  the  mineral  is  enstatite.  In
many  sections,  however,  the  mineral  shows  in  polarized  light  irregular,
wavy,  and  interrupted  bandings  which  extinguish  alternately  as  the
stage  is  revolved,  in  a  manner  at  first  suggestive  of  the  polysynthetic
twinning  of  monoclinic  pyroxenes  or  feldspars.  In  these  cases  the
broader,  more  continuous  bands  give  parallel  extinctions  and  show
in  converged  light  the  emergence  of  a  bisectrix.  The  narrow,  often
indistinct  and  pinched  out  bands  give  inclined  extinctions  running
as  high  as  37°.  No  distinction  in  color  or  refractive  indices  is  notice-
able,  but  there  is  apparently  no  question  but  there  is  here  an  inter-
growth  of  orthorhombic  and  monoclinic  forms  (#P  #  =  “P)  in
the  usual  manner.  If  the  analyses  made  by  Mr.  Shannon  correctly
represents  this  intergrown  material  (it  was  selected  and  analyzed
before  such  an  intergrowth  was  suspected)  the  proportional  amount
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of  the  monoclinicform  as  indicated  by  the  amountof  alumina  and  lime
(1.09  Al,O,  and  0.96  CaO)  must  be  very  small.  The  extreme  nar-
rowness  of  the  bands  giving  the  inclined  extinction  is,  however,  at
least  partially  confirmatory  of  this.

The  chalky  appearance  of  the  mineral  is  plainly  due  to  its  physical
condition,  an  abnormal  development  of  the  cleavage,  which  inciden-
tally  causes  it  to  crumble  away  under  slight  pressure  and  makes  it
susceptible  of  being  ground  to  powder  in  an  agate  mortar  as  readily
as  so  much  calcite.  Whether  this  condition  is  due  to  the  shock  which
resolved  the  original  mineral  into  fragments  is  uncertain,  but  it  would
seem  most  probable.  The  failure  to  become  recompacted  under
subsequent  pressure  might  well  be  ascribed  to  a  lack  of  moisture,
pressure  and  dry  heat  alone  naturally  being  less  conducive  to  meta-
morphism.

In  addition  to  the  above,  certain  of  the  slides  show  intergrown
with  the  enstatites  in  the  form  of  small  oval  and  irregular  areas  a
brilliant  polarizing  mineral  with  the  sharply  developed  platy  struc-
ture  characteristic  of  diallage.  The  mineral  is  also  nearly  colorless
with  a  very  faint  green  tinge,  and  gives  extinction  angles  measured
against  the  edges  of  the  plates,  that  is,  on  clino-pinacoidal  sections,
as  high  as  27°.  The  proportional  amount  of  the  diallage  is  quite
variable,  some  slides  showing  only  an  occasional  rounded  granule  and
others  several  of  the  intergrowths  mentioned.

Scattered  irregularly  throughout  the  mass  of  the  rock  are  the  scale-
like  segregations  of  graphite  above  noted,  sometimes  several  milli-
meters  in  diameter,  in  connection  with  which  a  differential  movement
has  given  rise  to  small  areas  with  slickensided  surfaces.  In  the  finer
portions,  the  graphite  is  so  evenly  and  finely  diffused  as  to  impart
a  dark  gray  color.  Metallic  particles  are  quite  inconspicuous  except-
ing  on  a  polished  surface,  as  are  also  those  of  iron  sulphide.  The
relatively  greater  abundance  of  the  metal  and  sulphide  in  the  dark
inclosures  above  noted,  is  very  evident  on  the  polished  surface
(pl.  18).  No  calcium  phosphate,  maskelynite,  oldhamite,  osbornite,
or  other  accessory  minerals  can  be  detected,  although  microchemical
tests  give  rise  to  the  usual  globular  ammonium-phospho-molybdate
forms.

A  close  study  of  the  dark  inclusions  developed  some  interesting
and  unexpected  conditions.  Examination  with  a  pocket  lens  of  the
polished  surface  of  one  of  the  larger  inclosures  shown  in  plates  15  and  18
at  once  suggests  a  chondritic  structure,  a  suggestion  fully  borne  out
by  a  study  of  the  material  in  thin  section,  which  shows  a  dark,  obscure,
and  muddy  ground  containing  numerous  illy  defined,  compressed  and
distorted  radiating,  barred,  and  nearly  holocrystalline  chondrules
of  olivine  and  enstatite,  mostly  so  obscured  by  a  black  impregnation
that  their  truemineral  natureis  scarcerecognizable.  In  theserespects
the  structure  so  closely  resembles  that  of  the  McKinney  and  Travis
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County,  Texas,  stones  and  others  of  Meunier’s  tadjerite  group  as  to
suggest  a  similar  origin;  that  is,  as  developed  from  a  normal  chon-
drite  (aumalite)  through  a  process  of  heating.  It  isfurther  tobe  noted
that  the  dark  portions  are  much  richer  in  metal  and,  judging  from  the
formation  of  abundant  hydroxide  of  iron  on  a  freshly  cut  or  broken
surface,  richer  also  in  ferrous  chloride.  These  facts  are  borne  out
by  the  analyses  noted  later.  The  manner  in  which  the  metal  occurs
is  interesting  and  peculiar,  leaving  no  question  as  to  its  secondary
origin  and  the  foreign  nature  of  the  inclusion  as  well.  One  of  these
occurrences  is  shown  enlarged  some  three  diameters  in  plate  18,  the
metal  in  fine  threads  cutting  across  the  surface  ina  manner  strongly
suggesting  the  figures  sometimes  given  toshow  the  play  of  lightning  dur-
inga  heavy  electricalstorm.  Aside  from  these  forms  the  metal  at  times
completely  surrounds  a  chondrule  and  even  penetrates  into  it  in  the
form  of  fine  threads.  The  appearance  is  in  entire  accord  with  the
idea  of  its  late  introduction  after  the  crystallization.

It  is  evident  at  once  that  we  have  here  a  meteoric  breccia  composed
of  fragments  of  two  quite  dissimilar  stones.  This  is  sufficiently
apparent  from  both  megascopic  and  microscopic  examination.  The
careful  work  of  Mr.  Shannon,  the  analyses  quoted  below,  is  fully

confirmatory.

CHEMICAL  ANALYSES  BY  E.  V.  SHANNON.

Before  the  intergrown  nature  of  the  pyroxenic  constituents  was
suspected  the  clean,  chalky-white  portion  was  carefully  sampled,
crushed,  and  separated  from  possible  impurities  by  the  mercuric-
iodide  gravity  solution.  The  results  of  an  analysis  of  the  powder
thus  obtained  are  given  in  column  I  below.  In  columns  II  and  III
are  given  for  purpose  of  comparison  previously  reported  analyses  of
enstatite  from  the  meteorites  of  Bishopville,  South  Carolina,  and
Hvittis,  Finland.  The  comparison  with  the  enstatite  of  Hvittis,
it  will  be  noted,  is  particularly  close.

Analyses of enstatite.

Cumpberland  |  Bishopville.  Hvittis.

I  II  III

SOF  Beep  stb  ccpiehere  lee  opis  wise  ofaw  esa/eeergs  be  eye  59.  53  59.  97  59.  05
ene  ee  ee  Tee  1.09

som  orion  vilsl  BUCRIGeUe  on  asso  37.17  39,  34  37.  10
BOOS  cderheocteeteh  ye  mnainrepie  al  addienc  apes  .  98  .  40  90
OS  ea  es  aa  a  ain  mic  pee  eecin  oI  ee  pLNcreta  evens  Bite  NOG  |  acct  eas  98
(BasryOecis  Ws  AU  Oe  ee  None  102  RNAS  Na,O  .68

IO)  S  opbyaseri  oe  aera  Ftsesens=  siege  -  None.  -e  en  seics  Ke  47
Loss  on  ignition  .....  .30
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A  70-gram  fragment  which,  so  far  as  could  be  judged,  was  repre-
sentative  of  the  gray  brecciated  portion  of  the  stone,  was  selected
and,  through  the  courtesy  of  Dr.  George  Steiger,  ground  at  the
laboratory  of  the  U.  S.  Geological  Survey.  This  yielded  as  in  column
I  below.  Unfortunately  Mr.  Shannon  was  not  present  during  the
process  of  grinding  and  it  is  possible  that  a  larger  portion  of  small
particles  of  the  dark  stone  were  incorporated  in  the  mass  than  was
surmised  from  the  appearance  of  the  fragment.  The  probability  of
this,  which  was  not  at  first  realizéd,  is  suggested  by  the  slight  excess
of  magnesia  (MgO)  and  ferrous  oxide  (FeO)  in  the  bulk  analysis  over
that  in  the  enstatite  given  above.  In  columns  II,  III,  and  IV  are
given  for  comparison  previously  published  analyses  of  the  Busti,
Bishopville,  and  Shalka  stones.  It  will  be  noticed  that  so  far  as  the
Magnesium  is  concerned  the  Cumberland  Falls  stone  agrees  very
closely  with  that  of  the  first-named,  although  a  trifle  higher  in  silica.

Bulk analyses of the light (major) portion of the meteorite.

I  II  III  IV

eMC  HEMI)  Acie  OR  an  Sc  aeons  cent  a  ates  dd.  172  52.73  |  57.034  52.  51
PRITITAT  HERE  CONS)  en  Shes.  Ao  Scie  c  Srcleia  ata  So  a=  SOO  acess  1.  706  .  66Chromic  oxide  Vi:  OR  Ese  bere  so  en  eee  062)  |.  222  se  ce  |  ok  Ve  seers  1,  25
Phosphoric  oxide  <P;  Oyen  aces  we  ree  G  Trace  |  wae  oe  PE  cei  Trace.
Petry  BIN  ee  sae  heck  ws  cinco  ne  Bale  oe  Sis  OCB  le  cc  Pe  .  181  .  25
WMancaneagr  vin  ete  ascend  e  ee  hoe  Sees  .  005  |  J  foe  i  Reale  TN  a  ee  ae

eR  CU  REN  eR  a  eee  de  hee  es  a  SOB  ain  es  SOSGa,  be  se
an  altaQuo)=  eee.  k  ace  ee  ok  Sa  os  (O04.  [ooo  -\.  EB  ee  Bein

WappenniGw) 2  ses Sees ee Dea IE  Ee Pe Ee 5  O08:  |  o0 2500.2.  See ay eaten ee orem
Chromamm  (Or)  i352  aU  oe  |  oe  cies  Trace.’  ho.  0G  Seer  IME  oe
INickelvoxidei(Ni@)  esse  isos  paseo  ee  ced:  .  123  .  78  Bitton  te  Sees
Cobaltigmide:  (CoO)  see  sik  coos  sees  ee  elon  DPACe::  |stats  races  |ek  -  socks
Ferrousioxide  (He)  cols  2cc5  cote  bee  «  2.  916  4.  28  1.  265  16.  81
einen  (CaO)  eee  ets  co  ete  de  otic  alee  oe  1,  586  1.18  2.  016  .  89
je  arrreT0  (11  P20  gt  a  38.734  |  37.22  |  33.506  28.  35
Manganous  oxide  eas.  gyi  2  ces  alagen.  ae  eee  ib  =O  S1SOr  i  esedh  cameSoda  (Na,O)..  DEN  Ete  ae  we  ei  BLO  Tal  aciet  acs  1.  027  .  22
Potash  (K,  O)..  a  Ls  SES  Sees  SRE  A  S1DOMS  EEE  OSD  aaa
SCARE)  ios  Sot  cys  kishore  rah  paint  all)  oh  .  167  Ign  1  O95  eee  teee
STipeEn  ee  Nise  rot  297  “14
Phosphorus  (@)  sew  ea  0841255  SA  Cc
CUSTOGI  TG  (Sieh  ok  Sam  oat  sc  hast  =  aes  Hal  gh  cr  ce  .  028  MgO  epics  kia  Seer
CAL DOM CON a esate eae 5 oe Ae ais Roos ines, ee ieicreyonie . 164 FT OE), lapsteie cao

101.  530  99.47  |  99.  882  101.  08
IPGrer  TOR  (Otro  cbs)  seticaucc  cars  ctcliciccs's  ws  ats  OU  lees  tee  IA  |aeece  ane

LOOSOGHe  see  eee  99S  730  serene

NaeS,CaSo4,CaCle. 2 By ignition.

The  results  given  in  column  I  seemingly  bear  out  the  microscopic
determinations,  and,  in  connection  with  the  analysis  of  the  white
pyroxenic  constituents  given  on  page  100,  warrant  the  conclusions
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drawn  as  to  the  mineral  composition  of  the  stone.  It  is  to  be  noted,
however,  that  qualitative  tests  show  an  unusually  large  proportion  of
silicate  matter  soluble  in  acid,  and  suggest  the  need  of  further  chemi-
cal  work.  This  must,  however,  be  deferred  for  the  present.

The  0.888  per  cent  of  metal  yielded:

ROE)  fo  net  Se  ae  msc  5  Sc  wee  SR  eee  wn  Se  92.  596
Niekel  (Ni).  222.2120  222  dle  MER  EOS  Gite  se  Pee  6.  152
Gobel  (Co)  20.  .s0t  e-cards  oad  debe  eetecaren.  Sebb  lage  .417
psa  eee  CNTR  2  Se  aaa  nace  a  par  et  a  re  ee  .  522

Copper  (Gu):  ou.  Poo  SL  COME  US  OL  ES  .  313
Ghreminm (Cr)  ..-53.  24-54  35545  -cigsesss  ewe  ht  Rece  eN a  BS  Se  Trace.

100. 000

Bulk  analysis  of  the  dark  chondritic  inclosure,  yielded:

BUICA. (SIO. ) ota ap btarleloa bed ateas Leciel $a cede baseciatae ee 41. 683
Mh  CAL  OL  es  re  eee  1.537
Chromie'oxade  (0r,Q,  oi)  atts:  eS  On  RE  .  591
Berrous,Ox1de,  (ROO)  5  5-8  s  scence  wate  Oe  Sees  en  ee  9.399
Nickel  oxide:  (NIQ)  6  watss-ocbesencet  toed  bre  cecttioece  500%  eel:
Cobalt  oxnite  (CaO)  tec2  =.  iso)  sade  Set  oe  rc  dle  oe  pee  se  eee  trace
Pipe  phoricoxide(h20,)  3c  2  cee  oe  a  wa  oe  oe  eee  trace
ter  Pe  ack  et  an.  da  Loe  one  nica  2  Se  ae  we  ae  4,  059
Nia  ARORA  MEN)  292  Mache  oA  Gd  boats  umes  aocace  Sa  See  ee  27.  848
Hon) ((Hie)\ute Seda oak ek oh i  SEAM, carl oa altel acs ae Od grea 12.108
NickeleQNt).3  feos  sce  eis  oe,  Siac  ee  eer  ien  epee  eens  TAT
Cobalt'(Co).dc22s.h20225  SOE.  2  cs  be  date  eet  nee  cee  .  078
Copper  (Ow)...  2...202's  oie  oo  be  as).  we  ee  LL  .  001
Chromium!  (Cr).  2222.52.  seis  se  ae  ete  eee  trace
Manganese  (Mn)  scx  2),  S850  ban  he  eee  ete  .  088
Potash  (KO).  casei:  SS  ee  et  ee  trace

Soda (Na,0) Soadeewac ser etl bs ieee oia ed bees tas eermaeendepte trace
Chiomme:(Cl)-so.  222  551  UU  2  ee  cone  eee  .  045
sulphur  (8).  5.  .tuchiw  kisses  a  eee  2.  464
Phosphorus:  (P)  =  5  ...-+  t  Soo  ban  ste  ska  ese  eee  Sires  eke  .  014
arbor  (C)  <0  i  328  accede  tele  d  aco  csdeces  cade  ce  be  aeeiece  see  .  449
Tpnition  WHO)  22  sad.  Saas  ee  es  ke  i  .  210

101. 532
Less’  Ofor-(CLSsP  yes.  et  Se  cn  ee  ee  ee  ee  ee  1.  448

100. 084

In  comparison  with  the  other  chondritic  stones  this  offers  no
unusual  features.

Treated  with  dilute  hydrochloric  acid  (sp.  gr.  1.06)  and  sodium
carbonate  solution  in  the  customary  manner,  the  silicate  portion,  free
from  metal  and  metallic  sulphide,  yielded  22.582  per  cent  of  soluble
matter  of  the  following  composition:

DUCA OHO n) satan sc att oa cnldais ote oe eee eee ee eee IS ome 38. 239
Alwar  On)  eo<  5500  chs  pS  tee  2Ce  ss  eee  ee  trace
Ferrous  oxide  (FeO)  oe  Siok  Seach  Se  EO  PS  Bas  6.  566
Dickel  Oxide  (NO).  5.  22.22.  oat  ee  ee  eee  .  043
Manganious  oxide:  (MnO).  23220  /10O8  ..  Uo  A  SATE  SS  .  709
Cobaltoxide  (CoQ)  cist  tharos  bes  eer  eet  eee  ees  trace
Ame:  (CAQe  tna  ca  sc  cas  can  gasses  Se  nok  ears  eee  ee  ete  5.  246
Magnesia  (MeOyA  TRE  SRS  10:  LE,  SED  49.197
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The  56.58  per  cent  insoluble  silicates  yielded:

SL  EBL  SiN  ONE  nase  ale  at  ae  ce  EL  ag  ea  a  Pe  Reng  58.  341
Alpmana)  CATO,  eel  east  ONS  Es  i  CE  oe  eer  2.705
Ferrous  oxide  (FeO)  See  fee  aCe  ee  Lae  ee  AS  ot  Apeols  Ss  eles  aS  3.  528
INTeckeInGxides(NI@))smanstete  Soot  cee  ee  ee  5  bans  wae  .  295
Cobalt  omde  (Co®)ic  2a  sues)  Sol  eae)  See  trace
Manpanoug  oxide  (MQ)...  305.  Fe  nosetent.assqetiws  cee  .  562
IPSEC  eRe  Prefers  cree  ae  ie  eens  Re  lo  cre  ae  eee  5.  073
Maonocin}(MeQ):  seri  trea  eR  ol  Re  die  SO  ee  29.  496
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This  bears  out  the  somewhat  unsatisfactory  determination  of  the
prevailing  orthorhombic  nature  of  the  pyroxenic  constituent,  but  the

high  (5.073)  per  cent  of  lime  (CaO)  is  difficult  to  account  for.
The  13.022  per  cent  metallic  portion  yielded:

Miron  CBG  Aer  NS  SS  A  MSS  AA  FIORE  ONG  ap  RR  aati  a  ee  92.  982
INiekel,  (NI)  eesesseseex  Salo  nks  sR  PU  eh.  oe  ee  5.  735
BDA  (CO)  aoe  eos  oso  cc  sm  os  0  <0  20's  tin  0's  «  SRE  eee  .  599
@nueungss  (Min)  ie  S22  2S  SAS  ee  ee  .  676
Copper(  Ca)  sosce  to.  staste  dace  teat  .  See  eos  ae  re  .  008
ACHROENTUIEN COD) oso ope a ac a a:aha aim 5 o's ao wie wee SESE ee trace
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The  mineralogical  composition  of  the  dark  inclusion  as  calculated
from  the  foregoing  is  as  below:

Mae oes e ct nan ain ack io-np8 Wale; 9 ate ae jeutboe< sie < ss a ee 13. 022
MTOMILG  rt  toe  ioe  se  er  sala  See  he  oa  Oe  ee  eee  6.  760
Pawrencite::  .<-c2.  ic  o.acis  .  Se  See  CRIN  222  or  eee  080
ASEOMIGO  oe  5a  neta  5  ooo  oie  pia,  ssis  mo  BTS  se  «=  ee  .  869
Solwbie'  silicates  mainly  olivine’.  0...  2...  a5.  a  eee  ees  22.  582
Insoluble  silicates  mainly  pyroxenes................-.--------  56.  580
Carbon,  mainly  amorphous.  2.  .-o2-hnjinn  os  -  een  sen  eee  .  449
Calcium  PHOSPDALOT  soos  we  coe  f=  oe  BE  eee  nee  trace
Water:  hyrroscopiers.  19.  :weecsta  cid  «  .  ee  See  ee  .  210
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The  most  striking  features  of  the  stone,  aside  from  its  coarse  brec-
ciated  structure,  are  the  marked  evidences  of  compression  manifested
in  the  numerous  small  slickensided  surfaces  and  the  crushed  and
optically  distorted  condition  of  the  pyroxenes,  as  shown  both  in  the
hand  specimens  and  in  thin  sections.  It  is  to  be  noted  that  while
the  original  shattering  which  resulted  in  the  production  of  the  frag-
ments  may  have  been  due  to  impact  or  explosive  action,  the  mass  has
since  been  subjected  to  pressure  under  a  heavy  load  whereby  the  parti-
cles  have  been  further  crushed  and  distorted  and  once  more  welded
into  a  firm,  rock-like  mass.  These  are  characteristics  of  deep  seated
terrestrial  rocks  that  have  been  subjected  to  dynamic  metamorphism.

The  question  naturally  arises,  is  not  the  distortion  so  conspicuous  in
so  much  of  the  enstatite  due  to  the  crushing  which  resulted  in  the
disintegration  of  the  original  meteorite  rather  than  to  any  subsequent
pressure?  This  question,  I  think,  may  be  answered  in  the  negative,
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though  not  with  absolute  certainty.  The  study  of  the  sections  shows
that  the  line  of  contact  between  the  light  stone  and  the  dark  inclo-
sures,  while  apparently  sharp,  is,  as  shown  in  the  thin  section,  quite
regular,  as  a  rule  particles  from  the  one  projecting  into  the  other,
though  the  superior  hardness  and  toughness  of  the  dark  stone  make
this  a  less  conspicuous  feature  than  it  might  otherwise  have  been.
Portions  of  the  enstatite,  are,  however,  jammed  into  the  chondritic
stone  and  particles  of  the  chondritic  stone  into  the  enstatite  as  shown

in  the  accompanying  figure.  In  one  in-
stance  where  a  section  has  been  so  cut

as  to  cause  one  of  these  interpenetra-
tions  to  appear  as  an  inclusion  in  the
chondritic  stone,  a  minute  fault  can  be
traced  cutting  through  both  pieces  and
making  itself  conspicuous  by  a  slight
off-set.  Apparently,  the  admixture  of
the  two  kinds  of  fragments  took  place
prior  to  the  evident  compression  and
both  stones  were  involved.  The  numer-
ous  slickensided  areas,  sometimes  of  a
few  square  centimeters  dimensions,  fur-
ther  testify  to  the  compression  and  con-
densation  in  mass  which  the  stone  has
undergone.

These  structural  characteristics  are,  as
it  seems  to  me,  to  be  accounted  for  only
on  the  supposition  that  the  detrital  mat-
ter  composed  of  materials  derived  from
the  disintegration  of  previously  consoli-
dated  rock  masses  of  at  least  two  dis-
tinct  types,  accumulated  on  the  surface
as  in  the  case  of  an  ordinary  terrestrial
voleanic  breccia.  Subsequently  the
beds  were  deeply  buried  and  through

Fia.1.  SHOWING  CONTACTBETWEEN  DARK  crystal  movements  the  material  com-
CHONDRITIC  AND  LIGHT  ENSTATITE  STONE,  pressed  into  its  present  condition.

This  carries  with  it  the  supposition  that  the  meteorite  is  but  a
spawl  from  a  very  much  larger  mass,  one  of  such  size,  indeed,  as  to
have  been  subject  to  such  crustal  movements  as  are  incidental  to
mountain  making  and  which  find  their  terrestrial  counterpart  in
regions  of  maximum  disturbance,  as  in  the  steep  synclinal  folds  of
our  southern  Appalachians.  How  large  such  a  mass  must  be  it  is
impossible  to  say,  but  that  it  must  have  been  of  planetary  dimensions
would  seemingly  be  a  safe  assumption.  In  fact,  that  the  fragments
are  direct  evidence  of  the  destruction  of  some  preexisting  planet
seems  a  legitimate  conclusion.
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Incidentally,  it  may  not  be  out  of  place  to  call  attention  to  the  fact
that  this  adds  one  more  to  the  most  acidic  type  of  magnesia-rich
stones  which  have  been  seen  to  fall  and  all  of  which  have  come  to  us  in
a  period  of  a  little  more  than  100  years.}

It  must  be  evident  from  what  has  gone  before  that  this  stone  has
no  exact  counterpart  among  known  meteorites  and  finds  no  exact
place  in  the  prevailing  scheme  of  classification.  Disregarding  the
inclosures  of  the  chondritic  stone  it  differs  from  the  bustites,  which
chemically  it  closely  resembles,  in  carrying  no  appreciable  amount  of
oldhamite,  plagioclase,  or  osbornite,  and  in  its  pronounced  brecciated
structure.  From  the  chladnites  it  likewise  differs  in  structure  and
its  relatively  high  magnesia  content.  Nevertheless,  it  would  seem
more  nearly  related  to  these  groups  than  others,  though  on  the
polished  surface  it  suggests  at  first  a  remote  similarity  to  the  St.
Michel  stone  described  by  Borgstrém  and  relegated  by  him  to  the
Rhodites.  The  Cumberland  Falls  stone,  however,  carries  no  chond-
rules.  It  is  a  breccia,  as  already  noted,  and  its  mineral  composition,
aside  from  the  chondritic  inclusion,  is  limited  almost  wholly  to  the
enstatite  with  an  intergrown  monoclinic  form,  sporadic  diallage,  and
small  quantities  of  metal,  metallic  sulphide,  and  graphite.  In  an
attempt  to  make  a  position  for  it  in  the  system  of  classification  gen-
erally  adopted,’  I  will  suggest  the  name  of  Whitleyite  (Whi.),  and
define  it  as  a  coarse  white  to  gray  breccia  composed  chiefly  of  ensta-
tite  with  minor  quantities  of  diallage,  metal,  metallic  sulphide,  and
graphite,  and  with  sporadic  inclosures  of  a  black  chondritic  stone.
The  term  Cumberlandite  might  have  been  selected,  but  that  this
name  has  been  preempted  by  Wadsworth  ?  for  the  terrestrial  .peri-
dotite  of  Cumberland,  Rhode  Island.  Whitley  is  the  name  of  the
county  in  which  Cumberland  Falls  occurs.

EXPLANATION  OF  PLATES.

PLATE 14.
Two  complete  individuals  showing  crust  and  pittings.  Actual  sizes:  9.5  by  8.5  by  5

em.  and  17  by  16  by  7  cm.;  weights,  567  and  234  grams,  respectively.

PLATE 15.

Sawn  and  polished  fragment  showing  brecciation  and  dark  inclosures  of  chondritic
stone.  Actual  diameters,  9  by  12  cm.

PuaTes  16  anp  17.
Photo-micrographs  under  low  magnification  (about  5  diameters)  showing  structure.

Puare  18.
Portion  of  slice  shown  in  plate  15.  Enlarged  3  diameters  showing  contacts  between

the  fragmental  enstatite  and  the  chondritic  stone  and  the  peculiar  distribution  of
the  metal  in  the  latter.

1 See Merrill, G. P., The Percentage Number of Meteorite Falls and Finds considered with Reference
to their Varying Basicity. Proc. Nat. Acad. Sci., vol. 5, pp. 37-39, February, 1919.

3 See Wulfing, pp. 446-460,
8 Lithological Studies, p. 8.
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